Automatic estimation of relative difficulty of a pair of questions is an important and challenging problem in community question answering (CQA) services. There are limited studies that addressed this problem. Past studies mostly leveraged expertise of users answering the questions and barely considered other properties of CQA services such as metadata of users and posts, temporal information, and textual content. In this article, we propose DiffQue, a novel system that maps this problem to a network-aided edge directionality prediction problem. DiffQue starts by constructing a novel network structure that captures different notions of difficulties among a pair of questions. It then measures the relative difficulty of two questions by predicting the direction of a (virtual) edge connecting these two questions in the network. It leverages features extracted from the network structure, metadata of users/posts, and textual description of questions and answers. Experiments on datasets obtained from two CQA sites (further divided into four datasets) with human annotated ground-truth show that DiffQue outperforms four state-of-the-art methods by a significant margin (28.77% higher F 1 score and 28.72% higher AUC than the best baseline). As opposed to the other baselines, (i) DiffQue appropriately responds to the training noise, (ii) DiffQue is capable of adapting multiple domains (CQA datasets), and (iii) DiffQue can efficiently handle the "cold start" problem that may arise due to the lack of information for newly posted questions or newly arrived users. apandey@tower-research.com; R. Gupta, MathWorks India Pvt Ltd, Connaught Place, New Delhi, Delhi 110001, India; email: rishabhg@mathworks.com; V. Goyal and T. Chakraborty, IIIT-Delhi, New Delhi 110020, India; emails: {vikram, tanmoy}@iiitd.ac.in. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. 
available in CQA services. These hypotheses capture different notion of "difficulties among a pair of questions." In the second stage, DiffQue maps the "relative question difficulty estimation" problem to an "edge directionality prediction" problem. It extracts features from the user metadata, network structure and textual content and runs a supervised classifier to estimate relatively difficult question among a question pair. In short, DiffQue systematically captures three fundamental properties of a CQA service: user metadata, textual content, and temporal information.
Summary of the Results:
We evaluate the performance of DiffQue on two CQA platforms: Stack Overflow (which is further divided into three parts based on time) and Mathematics Stack Exchange. We compare DiffQue with three other state-of-the-art techniques: RCM [69] , Trueskill [43] , and PageRank [74] , along with another baseline (HITS) we propose here. All these baselines leverage some kind of network structure. Experimental results on human annotated data show that DiffQue outperforms all the baselines by a significant margin: DiffQue achieves 72.89% F 1 score (respectively, 72.9% AUC) on average across all the datasets, which is 28.77% (respectively, 28.72%) higher than the best baseline. We statistically validate our network construction model and show that if other baselines had leveraged our network structure instead of their own, then they could have improved the accuracy significantly (on average 2.67%, 9.46%, and 17.84% improvement for RCM, Trueskill, and PageRank, respectively; however HITS originally leverages our network) compared to their proposed system configuration. Further analysis on the performance of DiffQue reveals that (i) DiffQue appropriately responds to the training noise; (ii) DiffQue is capable of adapting multiple domains, i.e., if it is trained on one CQA platform and tested on another CQA platform, the performance does not change much as compared to the training and testing on Contribution of the Paper: In short, the major contributions of the article are fourfold:
• We propose a novel network construction technique by leveraging the user interactions and temporal information available in CQA services. The network provides a relative ordering of pairs of questions based on the level of difficulty. We also show that the baselines could improve their performance if they use our network instead of theirs.
• We map the problem of "relative difficulty estimation of questions" to an "edge directionality prediction" problem, which, to our knowledge, is the first attempt of this kind to solve this problem. Our proposed method utilizes three fundamental properties of CQA services: user information, temporal information, and textual content.
• DiffQue turns out to be superior to the state-of-the-art methods-it not only beats the other baselines in terms of accuracy but also appropriately responds to the training noise and handles the cold start problem.
• As a by-product of the study, we generated huge CQA datasets and manually annotated a set of question pairs based on the difficult level. This may become a valuable resource for the research community.
For the sake of reproducible research, we have made the code and dataset public at https:// github.com/LCS2-IIITD/DiffQue-TIST.
RELATED WORK
Recently, we have seen expansion of various CQA services, including Stack Overflow, Quora, Reddit, and so on. There are number of studies that involve these CQA services. Here we organize the literature review in two parts: (i) general study involving CQA and (ii) studies on difficulty ranking of questions.
General Study Involving CQA and Ranking Mechanism
CQA has grown tremendously in size, thus providing a huge database to the research community. With such active contribution from the community, the data can be used for many important problems. Nasehi et al. [50] mined the Stack Overflow data and provided ways to identify helpful answers. They found characteristics of good code example and different attributes that should accompany the code to make it more understandable. Chowdhury and Chakraborty [13] released CQASUMM, the first annotated CQA summarization dataset, and developed VIZ-Wiki, a browser extension to summarize the threads in CQA sites [14] .
Zhou et al. [78] recommended questions available in CQA to experts based on their domain expertise. They find top K potential experts for a question in the CQA service. Guo et al. [23] observed user's lifetime in CQA services and found that it does not follow exponential distributions. There are many studies that analyzed temporal effect in CQA sites [9, 28, 75] . Cardon et al. [9] showed that there are two strategies to develop online authority: progressively developing reputation or by using prior acquired fame. Hong and Shen [28] found online user activities time dependent and proposed question routing mechanism for timely answer. Yang and Leskovec [75] developed K-SC algorithm on Twitter dataset and showed that online content exhibits six temporal shapes. Hu et al. [31] found three parameters to capture temporal significance and to personalize PageRank: frequency factor (trustworthy users are often active), built-up time length factor (the longer the time between registration of user and link creation, the more trustworthy the user), and similarity factor (the pattern based on which two users add links). Many studies were done in the field of expert identification, which mostly focus on link analysis and latent topic modeling techniques [76] .
Bouguessa et al. [3] focused on best answers provided by users to quantify experts. It is based on the concept of in-degree. Weng et al. [72] combined topical similarity with link analysis for expert identification. Some techniques leveraged Gaussian mixture models to solve the problem [54, 55] . Jeon et al. [32] attempted to find similar questions and recommend them by exploring semantic features.
Appropriate Ranking of entities (documents, search results, recommended items) has been one of the major concerns in information retrieval and data-mining communities. Pioneering attempts were made in late 1990s, which resulted several query-independent ranking schemes such as PageRank [52] , TrustRank [24] , BrowseRank [47] , and so on. The limitations of these ranking mechanisms were further addressed in several query-dependent ranking models such as HITS [35] , SALSA [41] , LSI [18] , vector space model [2] , statistical language model [77] , and so on. The problem in such conventional ranking models is that the model parameters are usually hard to tune manually, which may sometime lead to overfitting. Moreover, it is non-trivial to combine the large number of conventional models proposed in the literature to obtain an even more effective model. To overcome these problem, "learning-to-rank" was introduced that uses machinelearning technologies to solve the problem of ranking [44] . Methods dealing with learning-to-rank can be categorized into three classes [7] : pairwise [15, 16] , pointwise [57, 67] , and listwise [5, 7] . A number of machine-learning algorithms have been proposed that optimize relaxations to minimize the number of pairwise misordering in the ranking produced. Examples include RankNet [4] , RankRLS [53] , RankSVM [27, 33, 40] , and so on. Freund et al. [20] proposed RankBoost, an adaptation of boosting mechanism for learning rank. Rijke [58] used reinforcement learning for ranking and recommendation. Learning-to-rank is also used in many applications: specification mining [8] , named-entity recognition [51] , crowd counting [46] , and so on. The machine-learning community has also witnessed an adaptation of deep learning techniques for learning-to-rank [12, 26, 62] . Nevertheless, we here consider RankSVM and RankBoost as two basedlines for DiffQue.
Difficulty Ranking of Questions
Hassan et al. [25] developed SOQDE, a supervised learning-based model and performed an empirical study to determine how the difficulty of a question impacts its outcome. Arumae et al. [1] used variable-length context convolutional neural network model to investigate whether it is possible to predict whether a question will be answered. Chang and Pal [10] developed a routing mechanism that uses availability and expertise of the users to recommend answerers to a question. Yang et al. [74] and Liu et al. [43] attempted to solve the problem of finding the difficulty of tasks taking the underlying network structure into account. Ranking of questions according to the difficulty is a complex modeling task and highly subjective. Yang et al. [74] constructed a network in such a way that if user A answers questions Q 1 and Q 2 , among which only the answer of Q 1 is accepted, then there will be a directed edge from Q 2 to Q 1 . Following this, they used PageRank as a proxy of the difficulty of a question. Liu et al. [43] created a user network where each question Q is treated as a pseudo user U Q . It considers four competitions: one between pseudo user U Q and asker U a , one between pseudo user U Q and the best answerer U b , one between the best answerer U b and asker U a , and one between the best answerer U b and each of the non-best answerers of the question Q. It then uses Trueskill, a Bayesian skill rating model. Both Yang et al. [74] and Liu et al. [43] used neither textual content nor temporal effect, which play a crucial role in determining the importance of questions over time. Wang et al. [69] used the same graph structure as [43] and proposed Regularized Competition Model (RCM) to capture the significance of difficulty. It forms θ ∈ R M +N , denoting the "expert score" of pseudo users-initial M entries are expertise of users while further N are difficulty of questions. For each of the competitions, x k vector is formed where x k i = 1, x k j = −1 and y k = 1 if i wins over j, else y k = −1. The algorithm starts at initial θ and proceeds [74] ran PageRank on a network based on a single hypothesis that if user wins in task X and not in Y, then there is directed edge from X to Y. They used PageRank to compute the hardness of questions. In their method, PageRank can also be replaced by authoritativeness [36] to rank the questions (which we also treat as a baseline). Both of these do not take into account some important points such as varying of difficulty of questions asked by the same person or different persons who answered their questions. Liu et al. [43] and Wang et al. [69] used the same network and applied Bayesian network and regularisation, respectively. Liu et al. [43] did not consider the cold start problem and textual content, while Wang et al. [69] did not take low-level features such as accepted answers, time difference between posting and acceptance, and so on. The temporal effect that plays a significant role in this type of setting is also not discussed in the previous works. DiffQue takes into account all the limitations/disadvantages of the previous works mentioned above.
DATASETS
We collected questions and answers from two different CQA services-(i) Stack Overflow 2 (SO) and Mathematics Stack Exchange 3 (MSE)-both of which are extensively used by programmers or mathematicians to get their queries resolved. A brief description of the datasets are presented below (see Table 1 ). We chose SO because it is the most preferable platform for programmers to resolve queries and has a very active community. Such a high level of engagement among users would help in modeling the underlying network better. Similarly, MSE is widely used by mathematicians and has an active community. Most importantly, both the datasets are periodically archived for research purposes.
Stack Overflow Dataset
This dataset contains all the questions and the answers of Stack Overflow (SO) to August 2017, accommodating more than 10 million questions (70% of which are answered) and more than 20 million answers in total. In this work, we only considered "Java-related" questions as suggested in Reference [43] . Previous work [43] considered all questions and answers submitted to SO during August 2008 to December 2010 (referred as SO1). Along with this dataset, we also considered two more datasets (we collected two recent datasets from SO posted in two different time durations): questions and answers posted in January 2012 to December 2013 (referred as SO2) and in August 2015 to August 2017 (referred as SO3). Analyzing datasets posted in different time points can also help in capturing the dynamics of user interaction in different time points, which may change over time. User metadata was also available along with the questions and answers.
Mathematics Stack Exchange Dataset
This dataset contains all the questions posted on MSE to August 2017 and their answers. There are about 800,000 questions and about a million answers. About 75% questions are answered. Here we only extracted questions related to the following topics: Probability, Permutation, InclusionExclusion and Combination. 4 The questions and answers belonging to these topics are filtered from the entire database to prepare our dataset. The number of users in the chosen sample is 47,470. Unlike SO, we did not divide MSE into different parts because total number of questions present in MSE is less compared to SO (less than even a single part of SO). Further division might have reduced the size of the dataset significantly.
Both these datasets are available as dump in xml format. Each post (question/answer) comes with other metadata: upvotes/downvotes, posting time, answer accepted or not, tag(s) specifying the topics of the question, and so on. Similarly, the metadata of users include account id, registration time, and reputation. Unlike other baselines [43, 69, 74] , we also utilize these attributes in DiffQue.
DIFFQUE: OUR PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
DiffQue first maps a given CQA data to a directed and longitudinal 5 network where each node corresponds to a question, and an edge pointing from one question to another question indicates that the latter question is harder than the former one. Once the network is constructed, DiffQue trains an edge directionality prediction model on the given network and predicts the directionality of a virtual edge connecting two given questions under inspection. The framework of DiffQue is shown in Figure 2 . The rest of the section elaborates individual components of DiffQue.
• Nomenclature: Throughout the article, we will assume that Bob has correctly answered Robin's question on a certain topic, and therefore Bob has more expertise than Robin on that topic.
• Assumption: Whenever we mention that Bob has more expertise than Robin, it is always w.r.t. a certain topic, which may not apply for other topics.
Network Construction
DiffQue models the entire dataset as a directed and longitudinal network G = (V , E), where V indicates a set of vertices and each vertex corresponds to a question; E is a set of edges. Each edge can be of one of the following three types mentioned below.
Edge Type 1:
An expert on a certain topic does not post trivial questions on CQA sites. Moreover, s/he answers those questions that s/he has expertise on. We capture these two notions in Hypothesis 1.
Hypothesis 1. If Bob correctly answers question Q asked by Robin on a certain topic, then the questions asked by Bob later on that topic will be considered more difficult than Q.
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The "correctness" of an answer is determined by the "acceptance" status of the answer or positive number of upvotes provided by the users (available in CQA services).
Let Q R be the question related to topic ϒ Robin posted at time T R and Bob answered Q R . Bob later asked n questions related to ϒ, namely
The intuition behind this hypothesis is as follows: Since Bob correctly answered Q R , Bob is assumed to have more expertise than the expertise required to answer Q R . Therefore, the questions that Bob will ask later from topic ϒ may need more expertise than that of Q R .
We use this hypothesis to draw edges from easy questions to difficult questions as follows: an edge e = x, y ∈ E of type 1 indicates that y is more difficult than x according to Hypothesis 1. Moreover, each such edge will always be a forward edge, i.e., a question asked earlier will point to the question asked later. Edge Q R 2 , Q B 3 in Figure 3 is of type 1.
One may argue that the answering time is also important in determining type 1 edges: If at T 1 Bob answers Q R that has been asked by Robin at T Q R (where T 1 > T Q R ), then we should consider all Bob's questions posted after T 1 (rather than T Q R ) to be difficult than Q R . However, in this article, we do not consider answering time separately and assume question and answering times to be the same, because the time difference between posting the question and correctly answering the question, i.e., T 1 − T Q R , seems to be negligible across the datasets (on average 7.21, 1.33, 7.12, and 1.34 days for SO1, SO2, SO3, and MSE, respectively).
Edge Type 2:
It is worth noting that an edge of type 1 only assumes Bob's questions to be difficult, which will be posted later. It does not take into account the fact that all Bob's contemporary questions (posted very recently in the past on the same topic) may be difficult than Robin's current question; even if the former questions may be posted slightly before the latter question. We capture this notion in Hypothesis 2 and draw type 2 edges.
Hypothesis 2. If Bob correctly answers Robin's question Q related to topic ϒ, then Bob's very recent posted questions on ϒ will be more difficult than Q.
Let Q B 1 , Q B 2 , . . . be the questions posted by Bob at T B 1 ,T B 2 , . . ., respectively. Bob has answered Robin's question Q R posted at T R and T R ≥ T B i , ∀i. However, the difference between T R and T B i is significantly less, i.e., T R − T B i ≤ δ t , ∀i, which indicates that all these questions are contemporary. According to Hypothesis 2, diff(
We use this hypothesis to draw edges from easy questions to difficult questions as follows: An edge e = x, y ∈ E of type 2 indicates that y is more difficult than x, and y was posted within δ t times before the posting of x. Note that each such edge will be a backward edge, i.e., a question asked later may point to the question asked earlier. Figure 3 is of type 2.
Edge Type 3:
We further consider questions that are posted by a single user on a certain topic over time and propose Hypothesis 3.
Hypothesis 3. A user's expertise on a topic will increase over time, and thus the questions that s/he will ask in future related to that topic will keep becoming difficult.
Let Q B 1 , Q B 2 , . . . be the questions posted by Bob 6 at T B 1 ,T B 2 , . . . , where
The underlying idea is that as the time progresses, a user gradually becomes more efficient and acquires more expertise on a particular topic. Therefore, it is more likely that s/he will post questions from that topic that will be more difficult than his/her previous questions. We use this hypothesis to draw an edge from easy questions to difficult questions as follows: an edge e = x, y ∈ E of type 3 indicates that (i) both x and y were posted by the same user, (ii) y was posted after x and there was no question posted by the user in between the posting of x and y (i.e.,
, and (iii) y is more difficult than x. Note that each such edge will also be a forward edge. Edge Q B 2 , Q B 3 in Figure 3 is of type 3, but Q B 2 and Q B 4 are not connected according to this hypothesis.
Note that an edge can be formed by more than one of these hypotheses. However, we only keep one instance of such edge in the final network (and avoid multi-edge network). In Section 4.3, we will show that all these hypotheses are statistically significant. The number of edges of each type is shown in Table 2 . Note that the hypotheses proposed in Reference [43] are different from those we proposed here. The earlier work did not consider the temporal dimension at all. They compared question asker, question, best answerer, and all others who answered the question. Further their hypotheses related question, answerer and other answerer only within a thread and not across different threads. However, hypothesis 1 proposed in this article establishes a relationship between the questions that are answered and all questions asked by the same answerer in future. Our proposed hypothesis 2 establishes a relationship between recently asked questions by the answerer and the question answered by the answerer. 
Parameters for Network Construction
There are two parameters to construct the network:
• Time of posting: Each post (question/answer) is associated with an (absolute) posting time that is used to decide the edge type. Here, instead of considering the "absolute time" as the posting time, we divide the entire timespan present in a dataset into 2-week intervals (called "buckets"). We assume that those posts that were posted within a bucket have same posting time, and, therefore, Hypotheses 1 and 2 may connect them in the network. The reasons behind choosing bucketed time instead of absolute time are twofold: (i) we believe that questions posted by a user around the same time would be of same difficulty as s/he would not have gained much expertise on that topic in such a short period of time, and (ii) considering absolute time may increase the number of edges in the network, which may unnecessarily densify the network and make the entire system memory intensive. We chose bucketed interval as 2 weeks, as it produces the best result over a range from 1 week to 6 weeks ( Table 5 ). The bucket size matters for constructing the network as well as measuring few features (mentioned in Section 4.4).
• Recency of questions for type 2 edges: For edge type 2, we have introduced δ t to quantify the recency/contemporariness of Bob's question Q B i (see the description of edge type 2). Q B i has been asked "very recently" before Robin's question Q R that Bob has correctly answered. We vary δ t from 1 to 5 and observe that δ t = 1 produces the best result (Table 5 ).
Example 4.1. Let us consider that Robin has asked three questions, Q R 1 , Q R 2 , and Q R 3 , at times 0, 2, and 4, respectively, and Bob has correctly answered Q R 2 . Bob has also asked four questions Q B 1 , Q B 2 , Q B 3 , and Q B 4 at times 0, 1, 3, and 4, respectively. Figure 3 shows the corresponding network for this example considering δ t = 1.
Hypothesis Testing
We further conducted a thorough survey to show that three hypotheses behind our network construction mechanism are statistically significant. For this, we prepared six sets of edge samples, each two generated for testing each hypothesis as follows: The survey was conducted with 20 human annotators of age between 25 and 35 who are experts on Java and math-related domains. For a question pair (Q x , Q y ) taken from each sample, we hypothesize that diff(Q y ) > diff(Q x ). Null hypothesis rejects our hypothesis. Given a question pair, we asked each annotator to mark "Yes" if our hypothesis holds; otherwise, mark "No." One example question pair for each sample and the corresponding human response statistics (percentage of annotators accepted our hypothesis) are shown in Table 3 . Table 4 shows that for each hypothesis, the average number of annotators who accepted the hypothesis is higher for the sample taken from our network as compared to that for its corresponding random sample (the difference is also There is a huge file and a way is required to achieve this using, say, sed or a similar tool?
(Q2) Given an array of N positive elements, one has to perform M operations on this array. In each operation a subarray (contiguous) of length W is to be selected and increased by 1. Each element of the array can be increased at most K times. One has to perform these operations such that the minimum element in the array is maximized. Only one scan is required. (Q1) Given a string s of length n, find the longest string t that occurs both forward and backward in s. e.g, s = yabcxqcbaz, then return t = abc or t = cba. Can this be done in linear time using suffix tree? 
Edge Directionality Prediction Problem
Once the network is constructed, DiffQue considers the "relative question difficulty estimation" problem as an "edge directionality prediction" problem. Since an edge connecting two questions in a network points to the difficult question from the easy question, given a pair of questions with unknown difficulty level, the task boils down to predicting the direction of the virtual edge connecting these two questions in the network. The mapping of the given problem to the network-aided edge directionality prediction problem helps in capturing the overall dependency (relative difficulty) of questions. Edges derived based on the novel hypotheses lead to the generation of a directed network structure that further enables us to leverage the structural property of the network. This also helps in generating a feature vector, where each feature captures a different notion of difficulty of a question. Features allow to pool in the network topology, metadata and textual content to predict the relative difficulty of a question among a pair. The aim to map the given problem to the link prediction problem is to find a model that captures the role of each of the chosen features in predicting the relative hardness of question.
Although research on link prediction is vast in network science domain [48] , the problem of edge directionality prediction is relatively less studied. Guo et al. [22] proposed a ranking-based method that combines both local indicators and global hierarchical structures of networks for predicting the direction of edge. Soundarajan and Hopcroft [65] treated this problem as a supervised learning problem. They calculated various features of each known links based on its position in the network, and used SVM to predict the unknown directions of edges. Wang et al. [71] proposed local directed path that solves the information loss problem in sparse network and makes the method effective and robust.
We also consider the "edge directionality prediction problem" as a supervised learning problem. The pairs of questions, each of which is directly connected via an edge in our network, form the training set. If the pair of questions under inspection is already connected directly by an edge, the problem will be immediately solved by looking at the directionality of the edge. In our supervised model, given a pair of questions (a, b) (one entity in the population), we first connect them by an edge if they are not connected and then determine the directionality of the edge. Our supervised model uses the following features that are broadly divided into three categories: (i) network topology based (F1-F6), (ii) metadata based (F7-F10), and (iii) textual content based (F11-F12)
Sort the nodes by descending order of γ (j). For any node (j) at position p,
• [F1] Leader Follower ranking for node a: Guo et al. [22] used a ranking scheme to predict the missing links in a network. The pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes an adjacency matrix adjMatrix(i)(j), ∀i, j ∈ Nodes which is 1 if there is edge between i to j and 0 otherwise. The indegree and outdegree of a node i are represented by in_deдree (i) and out_deдree (j), respectively. At each step, for each node, γ , the difference between its in-degree and out-degree, is computed to separate leaders (high-ranked nodes) from followers (low-ranked nodes). Apart from adjacency matrix, the algorithm expects α as input (set 0.65 in our case as suggested in Reference [22] ), specifying the proportion of leaders at each step. The whole network is partitioned into leaders and followers, and this process continues recursively on the further groups obtained. If at any time, the number of nodes in any of the groups, V is less than 1/α, then ranking is done according to γ . During the merging of leaders and followers, followers are placed after leaders. Finally, any node ranked lower (less important) is predicted to have an edge to higher ranked nodes (more important). In our case, the ranking is normalized by the number of questions and then used as a feature.
• [F2] Leader Follower ranking for node b:
We use the similar strategy to measure the above rank for node b.
• [F3] PageRank of node a: It emphasizes the importance of a node, i.e., a probability distribution signifying if a random walker will arrive to that node. We use PageRank to compute the score of each node. However, we modify the initialization of PageRank by incorporating the weight of nodes -let A be the user asking question Q A and the reputation (normalized to the maximum reputation of a user) of A be r A . Then the PageRank score of Q A is calculated as:
Here N (Q A ) is the neighbors of Q A pointing to Q A ; the damping factor d is set to 0.85. answers of the user asking question a till a's posting time T a , the more the user is assumed to be an expert and the higher the difficulty level of a. We normalize this score by the maximum value among the users. [66] . For each type of questions (Java/Math), we merge its relevant books and create a single document. After several pre-processing (such as tokenization, stemming, etc.), we divide the document into different paragraphs. Each paragraph forms a passage. Then we measure the TF-IDF-based similarity measure between each passage and the accepted answer. Finally, we take the maximum similarity among all the passages. The intuition is that if an answer is straightforward, most of its tokens should be concentrated into one passage, and the TF-IDF score would be higher as compared to the case where answer tokens are dispersed into multiple passages. If there is no accepted answer for a question, then we consider this feature to be 0.
• [F12] Textual feature of b:
We apply the same technique mentioned in F11 and measure the textual feature of b.
The proposed features are easy to compute once the network is constructed. Few features such as posting time and textual content do not require the network structure and can be derived directly from the metadata information. These features are chosen after verifying their significance on the data. They capture different notions of difficulty on a temporal scale. Next, we describe how these features can be implemented taking "usability" and "scalability" into account. Features that require one time computation, such as degree, posting the time difference between a question and its accepted answer, and accepted answers of questions at a particular time stamp, can be stored in a database (such as DynamoDB). We can compute PageRank and the leader-follower ranking in distributed way using mapreduce as shown in Reference [49] . The specified components are extremely fast and cost-effective. Such engineering tricks further help us in developing a real system mentioned in Section 6. In our supervised model, for each directed edge (a, b) (b is more difficult than a), we consider (a, b) as an entity in the positive class (class 1) and (b, a) as an entity in the negative class (class 2). Therefore, in the training set the size of class 1 and class 2 will be same and equal to the number of directed edges in the overall network. We use different type of classifiers, namely SVM, Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, K Nearest Neighbors, and Multilayer Perceptron; among them, SVM turns out to be the best model (Table 5 (c)).
Time Complexity: Let n denote the number of questions, k be a constant that depends on textual content, and m denote the number of edges. Both the hypotheses, H1 and H2, take O(n 2 ) times while H3 is computed in O(n). For the different features we used, leader-follower Ranking takes O(n log n) time, PageRank takes O(n + m) time, degree takes O(n) time, Posting time difference between question and its accepted answer takes O(n) time, Accepted answers of users who posted question takes O(n) time, and textual feature of Question takes O(nk ) time. Thus, the overall time complexity turns out to be O(n 2 ).
Transitive Relationship
An important issue is the transitive relations among questions whose difficulties are determined in a pairwise manner. Let Q i , Q j , and Q k be three questions, and let DiffQue produce the relative
whereas non-transitivity condition implies that diff(Q i ) > diff(Q k ), which in turn creates cycles in the underlying graph.
To test the presence of transitive vs non-transitive cases, we set out to find non-transitive cases first, i.e., cases where cycle (of different length) exists. We randomly pick a set of n nodes 10,000 times, where n indicates the size of the cycle we want to investigate. For each set, we check if the cycle exists in any permutation of chosen nodes. We repeat the experiment by varying n from 2 to 10. We observed that for any value of n, in less than 1% of cases, the cycle exists and in more than 99% cases transitivity holds. Our claim turns out to be statistically significant with p < 0.01.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the performance of the competing methods. It starts by briefly describing the human annotation for test set generation, followed by the baseline methods. It then thoroughly elaborates the parameter selection process for DiffQue, comparative evaluation of the competing methods and other important properties of DiffQue. All computations were carried out on single Ubuntu machine with 32GB RAM and 2.7GHz CPU with 12 cores.
Test Set Generation
For each dataset mentioned in Section 3, we prepared a test set for evaluating the competing models as follows. Three experts 7 were given 1,000 question pairs to start the annotation process. While annotating, experts were shown pairs of questions along with their description. We had taken complete care of keeping metadata information (such as the information of the questioners, upvote count of answers, etc.) secret. All the three experts were told to separately mark each pair of questions (q 1 , q 2 ) in terms of their relative difficulty: q 1 is tougher than q 2 , and q 1 is easier than q 2 or difficult to predict. The moderator stopped the annotation process once 300 pairs were annotated for each data such that all three annotators agreed upon their annotations (i.e., the complete consensus was achieved for each pair). The annotators ended up annotating 356, 350, 362, and 358 pairs to reach a consensus on 300 pairs for SO1, SO2, SO3, and MSE, respectively. The inter-annotator agreement using Fleiss's kappa is 0.84. We used total 1,200 such annotated pairs from four datasets for comparative evaluation.
Baseline Models and Evaluation Measures
We consider four baselines described below; the first three are existing methods (see Section 2.2) and the last one is designed by us:
• Trueskill: The approach was proposed by Liu et al. [43] . It creates a user network that takes into account elements such as the question (pseudo user), question asker, best answerer user, and each of the non-best answerers users. For each question, it creates four competitions/pairs: one between pseudo user U Q and asker U a , one between pseudo user U Q and the best answerer U b , one between the best answerer U b and asker U a , and one between the best answerer U b and each of the non-best answerers of the question Q. This creates a user model, and all the competitions are fed to TrueSkill, a Bayesian Skill rating model that calculates rank of each node in the model. For a given pair of questions, the question with higher rank (generated by Trueskill) is considered difficult than the question with lower rank.
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• RCM: The RCM was proposed by Wang et al. [69] . It uses the network construction in Reference [43] . It solves the major problem of data sparseness i.e., low count of edges between questions present in Reference [43] . It assigns difficulty to every question and user. To overcome the sparsity problem, it further enhances knowledge by using textual similarity of question's description (title, body, tags) in inferring appropriateness of difficulty assigned. So a pair of textually similar question should be of similar difficulty. It then proposes a regularized competition model to assign a difficulty score. The algorithm tries to minimize loss on two fronts. First, if there is an edge in network between two nodes, then their should be at least δ difference between its difficulties. Second, if two questions are similar as per their textual descriptions, then the difference in their difficulties should be minimum. It forms a vector θ ∈ R M +N , where initial M entries are expertise of users and next N entries are difficulty of questions. A competition set C is defined as a set consisting of all edges in the network. The algorithm essentially tries to minimize C l (θ i , θ j ), where (i, j) denotes an edge in network and l
where w i j indicates similarity between question description. The algorithm starts at initial θ and proceeds toward negative subgradient,
, where L(θ t ) is the subgradient and γ t is set as 0.001.
• PageRank: The approach was proposed by Yang et al. [74] . It exploits the concept of acceptance of answer in CQA Services in constructing the model. It constructs the model in a way such that there is a directed edge from the question(s) where a particular user's answer is accepted to each question where his/her answer is not accepted. Suppose user B answers questions Q1, Q2, and Q3 wherein answer to Q1 is only accepted. Then there will be a directed edge from Q2 to Q1 and Q3 to Q1. PageRank is then applied on the generated graph to get a score for each node (question). For a given pair of questions, a question with higher PageRank score indicates a higher difficulty level than the question with lower PageRank score.
• HITS: We further propose a new baseline as follows-we run HITS algorithm [36] on our network and rank the questions globally based on their authoritativeness. We use authority score instead of hub score to evaluate the difficulty of question based on the node itself. The importance of links is captured in construction of network. Now given a pair of questions, we mark the one as more difficult whose authoritativeness is higher.
We measure the accuracy of the methods based on F 1 score and Area under the ROC curve (AUC).
Parameter Selection for DiffQue
There are three important parameters of DiffQue: (i) bucket size for determining question posting time, (ii) recency of questions for type 2 edges (δ t ), and (iii) classifier for edge directionality prediction. Table 5 shows F 1 score of DiffQue by varying the parameter values on SO3 dataset. 8 We vary the bucket size from 1 to 6 and observe that 2-week bucket interval produces the best result. δ t is varied from 1 to 8 and δ t = 1 gives the highest accuracy. We use seven classifiers: SVM, Decision Tree (DT), Naive Bayes (NB), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Random Forest (RF), and Gradient Boosting (GB) with suitable hyper-parameter optimization; among them SVM (with RBF kernel) produces the best accuracy. Therefore, unless otherwise stated, we use the following parameters as default for DiffQue: bucket size=2, δ t = 1 and SVM classifier. DiffQue is run with its default configuration. Bold numbers are the accuracy of the baseline methods using the configuration reported in the original papers. Blue (red) numbers are the accuracies of the best performing (second-ranked) method. We also measure the accuracy of each competing method using the network suggested by other methods and notice that most of the methods perform better if DiffQue's network is fed into their models (which indeed shows the superiority of our network construction mechanism). Table 6 shows the accuracy of all the competing methods across different datasets (see the values in bold only). Irrespective of the dataset and the evaluation measures, DiffQue outperforms all the baselines by a significant margin. DiffQue achieves a consistent performance of more than 70% F 1 Since all the baselines first create a network and run their difficulty estimation modules on that network, one may argue how efficient our network construction mechanism is as compared to other mechanisms. To check this, we further consider each such network (obtained from each competing method) separately, run the difficulty estimation module suggested by each competing method, and report the accuracy in Table 6 . For instance, the value reported in third row and first column (i.e., 42.2) indicates the accuracy of RCM on the network constructed by PageRank. We once again notice that in most cases, the competing methods perform the best with DiffQue's network. This indeed shows the superiority of our network construction mechanism.
Comparative Evaluation
We also compare DiffQue with two learning-to-rank methods-RankBoost [20] and RankSVM [27, 33, 40] -and a modified versions of PageRank and HITS (we call them Modified PageRank [38] and Modified HITS [45] , respectively). The performance of these methods in terms of F 1 and AUC is reported in Table 7 . Once again, we observe that DiffQue significantly outperforms all these baselines across all the datasets.
Feature and Hypothesis Importance
We also measure the importance of each feature for DiffQue with default configuration. For this, we drop each feature in isolation and measure the accuracy of DiffQue. Figure 4(a) shows that the maximum decrease in accuracy (27.63% decrease in F 1 ) is observed when we drop leader follower ranking (F1 and F2), followed by PageRank (F3 and F4) and degree (F5 and F6). However, there is no increase in accuracy if we drop any feature, indicating that all features should be considered for this task.
One would further argue on the importance of keeping all hypotheses (all edge types in the network). For this, we conduct similar type of experiment-we drop each edge type (by ignoring its corresponding hypothesis), reconstruct the network, and measure the accuracy of DiffQue. Figure 4 (b) shows similar trend-dropping of each edge type decreases the accuracy, which indicates that all types of edges are important. However, edge type 2 (Hypothesis 2) seems to be more important (dropping of which reduces 26.31% F 1 score), followed by type 1 and type 3 edges.
Robustness under Noise
We further test the robustness of DiffQue by employing two types of noises into the network: (i) Noise 1, where we keep inserting x% of the existing edges randomly into the network, thus increasing the size of the training set, and (ii) Noise 2, where we first remove x% of the existing edges and randomly insert x% of the edges into the network, thus the size of the training set remaining same after injecting the noise. We vary x from 5 to 20 (with the increment of 5). We hypothesize that a robust method should be able to tolerate the effect of noise up to a certain level, after which its performance should start deteriorating. Figure 5 shows the effect of both types of noises on the performance of DiffQue, RCM (the best baseline), and Trueskill. DiffQue seems to perform almost the same until 5% of both types of noises injected into the training set. However, the behavior of RCM is quite abnormal-sometime its performance improves with the increase of noise level ( Figure 5(a) ). Trueskill also follows the same pattern as RCM. Nevertheless, we agree that DiffQue is not appropriately resilient to noise as it does not seem to tolerate even less amount of noise (which opens further scope of improvement); however, its performance does not seem to be abnormal.
Capability of Domain Adaptation
Another signature of a robust system is that it should be capable of adopting different domains, i.e., it should be able to get trained on one dataset and perform on another dataset. To verify this signature, we train DiffQue and RCM (the best baseline) on one dataset and test them on another dataset. We only consider those users that are common in both training and test sets. For SO datasets, it is fairly straightforward; however, when we choose cross-domain data for training and testing (MSE as training and SO as testing and vice versa), we use the "account id" of users as a key to link common user. 9 Table 8 shows that the performance of DiffQue almost remains the same even when the domains of training and test sets are different. Interestingly, we observe that DiffQue performs better while SO1 and SO2 are used for training and SO3 for testing, in comparison to both training and testing on SO3. The reason may be as follows. In SO3, the number of type 1 (related to hypothesis 1) and type 2 (related to hypothesis 2) edges is less than that in SO1 and SO2. Note that as shown in Figure 4 (b) that hypotheses 1 and 2 are the most important hypotheses. Therefore, the lack of two crucial edge types in SO3 may not allow the model to get trained properly. This may be the reason that our model does not perform better while trained on SO3. Table 9 further shows a comparison of DiffQue with RCM that also claims to support domain adaptation [43] . As the network topology and metadata have significant impact on question difficulty, we observe that such factors are domain independent, and our algorithm captures them well and thus can be adapted across domains. Tables 10, 11 , and 12 show the capability of domain adaptation of three baselines-Trueskill, Pagerank, and HITS, respectively.
Handling Cold Start Problem
Most of the previous research [43, 74] deal with well-resolved questions that have received enough attention in terms of the number of answers, upvotes and so on. However, they suffer from the "cold start" problem-they are inefficient to handle newly posted questions with no answer and/or the users who posted the question are new to the community. In many real-world applications such as question routing and incentive mechanism design, however, it is usually required that the difficulty level of a question is known instantly after it is posted [69] . RCM model leverages the textual content to handle the cold start problem. It uses a Boolean term weighting to represent each question using a feature vector. To determine the similar questions, RCM measures Jaccard coefficient between feature vectors and selects top K nearest neighbors. DiffQue also handles the cold start problem by exploiting the textual description of questions. In our network construction, a question that has been asked by a completely new user forms an isolated node; therefore, none of the network related features (such as F1-F6) can be computed for that question. Moreover, if it does not receive any accepted answer, then other features (F7-F12) cannot be measured. We call those questions "brand new" for which none of the features can be computed, leading to an extreme level of cold start. Given a question pair (Q 1 , Q 2 ) under inspection, there can be two types of cold start scenarios: (i) Both Q 1 and Q 2 are brand new or (ii) either Q 1 or Q 2 is brand new. To handle the former, we run Doc2Vec [39] , a standard embedding technique on textual description of all the questions and return, for each of Q 1 and Q 2 , k most similar questions (based on cosine similarity) that are not brand new. For Q 1 (respectively, Q 2 ), the k most similar questions are denoted as
We assume each such set as the representative of the corresponding brand-new question. We then run DiffQue to measure the relative difficulty of each pair (one taken from {Q i 1 } and other take from {Q i 2 }). Finally, we consider that brand-new question to be difficult whose corresponding neighboring set is marked as difficult maximum times by DiffQue. The latter cold start scenario is handle in a similar way. Let us assume that Q 1 is old and Q 2 is brand new. For Q 2 , we first extract k most similar questions {Q i 2 } using the method discussed above. We then run DiffQue to measure the relative difficulty between Q 1 and each of {Q i 2 } and mark the one as difficult that wins the most. To test the efficiency of our cold start module, we remove 50 annotated pairs (edges and their associated nodes) randomly from the network. These pairs form the test set for the cold start problem. Figure 6 shows that with the increase of k, DiffQue always performs better than RCM (the only baseline that handles the cold start problem [69] ), indicating DiffQue's superiority in tackling the cold start problem.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We have designed an experimental version of DiffQue. Figure 7 shows the user interface of DiffQue. Upon entering into the site, users need to put the link of two questions and press the "Submit" button. The system will then show which question is more difficult. The current implementation only accepts questions from Stack Overflow. However, it will be further extended for other (and across) CQA services.
DiffQue also supports online learning. There is a "Reject" button associated with answer DiffQue produces, upon clicking of which the feedback will be forwarded to the back-end server. DiffQue has the capability to be trained incrementally with the feedback provided by the users [64] . However, special care has been taken to make the learning process robust by ignoring spurious feedback. An attacker may want to pollute DiffQue by injecting wrong feedback. DiffQue handles these spurious feedback by first checking the confidence of the current model on labels associated with the feedback and ignoring them if the confidence is more than a pre-selected threshold (currently set as 0.75). This makes DiffQue more robust under adversarial attacks.
ESTIMATING OVERALL DIFFICULTY
One may further be interested to assign a global difficulty score for each question instead of predicting which one is more difficult between two questions. In this case, questions could be labeled as several difficulty levels (e.g., easy, medium, hard). We argue that solving this problem is computationally challenging as it may lack sufficient training samples, and it also needs an understanding of the difficulty levels of every pair of questions. Even if we design such system, its evaluation would be extremely challenging-it is relatively easy for a human annotator to find the difficult question from a pair compared to judging the overall difficulty score of each question.
However, here we attempt to design such system that can label each question as "easy," "medium," or "hard." Our hypothetical system would construct the complete network (ignoring the directionality) such that every node pair is connected by an undirected edge, and the directionality of every edge is predicted by DiffQue. However, for a complete network with n nodes, there are n C 2 edges that, for a large value of n, would require huge memory to store. We therefore approximate this procedure by picking a random pair of nodes at a time and predicting the directionality of the edge connecting them using DiffQue. We repeat this process 9,100,000 times to construct a semi-complete network as permitted by the memory limitation of subsequent computations. We then compute PageRank of nodes on the constructed network. Estimation of difficulty level based on PageRank value requires suitable thresholding. For this, we chose 400 questions randomly from SO3 dataset and asked human annotators to annotate their difficulty level. The inter-annotator agreement using Fleiss's kappa is 0.56; such a low value once again implies that even human annotators showed strong disagreement in labeling global difficulty level of questions. However, for further processing, we took 300 such questions for which at least two annotators agreed on the difficulty level. Experiments are conducted using 10-fold cross validation where the training set is used for determining the thresholds. Table 13 shows that DiffQue outperforms other baselines for all difficulty levels.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed DiffQue to address the problem of estimating relative difficulty of a pair of questions in CQA services. DiffQue leverages a novel network structure and estimates the relative difficulty of questions by running a supervised edge directionality prediction model. DiffQue turned out to be highly efficient than four state-of-the-art baselines w.r.t. the accuracy, robustness, and capability of handling the cold start problem. DiffQue can further be used to obtain an overall ranking of all questions based on the difficulty level. We have made the code and dataset available for reproducibility.
